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The Lord said, as he entered the world: Behold, I come to do your will, O God. 

Entrance Antiphon: The Annunciation of the Lord, Solemnity 

Nine months from today it will be Christmas! Now that’s an announcement! It puts us on a certain trajectory.                   
The mind jumps to preparation: Christmas Mass, Christmas tree, Christmas lights, gifts, family coming              
together. No doubt in the planning and preparation, not all things can be foreseen. We may have an idea of                    
what Christmas will look like this year, but we can never plan for everything. Any announcement sets us on a                    
certain course, a path, a trajectory … the end point, however, does not belong to us.  

I am going into the seminary. Who knows what kind of preparation leads one to make this kind of                   
announcement? However, when this statement is declared, behind it is soul searching, wrestling with self and                
God, broken hearts and second looks by friends, family being excited and concerned all at once, some laughing                  
and others crying. Regardless, once it is announced it sets an individual on a certain trajectory. Is priesthood                  
the landing point? Who knows? 

I was speaking with a couple whom I’ve been preparing for Marriage. They announced their engagement after                 
Thanksgiving. It set them on a certain trajectory. The Marriage date is only weeks away. Given our current                  
circumstances, they made another announcement within their announcement of getting Married. They            
announced the priority. “We want to get Married in the Church, and we want to get Married on that date.”                    
The crowd will be small: parents of both bride and groom, best man and maid of honor, the bridal couple, and                     
me. They said the reception, since their venue is shut down as well, can be rescheduled for the fall – hopefully.                     
That’s when family can celebrate together. Is it what they had planned? Not exactly.  

Mary thinks she’s just a handmaid. However, she descends from a people who have wrestled with angels and                  
killed giants. She comes from a linage who were lifted up by a mere and mighty word from God and who                     
brought their adversaries low who tried to exterminate them. She comes from a people who cannot be                 
touched – the chosen ones of God. An announcement is made to her… a path is paved, a road is made ready,                      
taking the trajectory she sets out to travel. She owns it. She agrees. The end point, however, the destination                   
does not belong to her.  

We too come from a people who have wrestled angles and killed giants, were lifted up by God’s word and                    
enemies cast aside, where an ever-virgin handmaid is announced as our Mother, and where God-made-man               
healed, preached, forgave, ate, challenged, save, died and rose from a grave. The announcement has an effect                 
us even now, today. It sets us on a certain path, a course, a trajectory. The announcement is this: God wills                     
your life to do something; God wills your life to be something. Something only you can do. Our life is a                     
constant discerning what that will is. Once we think we have discovered it… I am going to be a priest, I am                      
going to get married, I am going to join the military, I am going to retire… once we think we have discovered                       
it, another announcement will be made, another trajectory will be targeted. It’s what Mother Theresa knew as                 
a “call within a call.”  

God’s will is being announced to you today. Take courage. Remember your descendants, what they did, and                 
from where you spring. The announcement is yours to accept and claim – or not (and if not, that’s a whole                     
different story). The end point, however, belongs to God.  


